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ABSTRACT: During the 7.8 (Mw) Kaikoura Earthquake of 14th of November 2016, Victoria University of Wellington’s 

Rankine Brown Library building experienced the largest structural cracks known of in a building in Wellington. The nine-

storey reinforced concrete building originally built in the 1960s was partially base isolated in 2002. The building’s two 

reinforced concrete lift shafts crossed the base isolation plane, suffering extensive damage. We were challenged with the 

unprecedented task of base isolating an existing earthquake damaged lift shaft while maintaining the load path. The work 

also included isolation of the existing perimeter columns and stairs, providing a low damage design for a more resilient 

building. As the Library is one of the main buildings on the university campus, keeping the building operational 

throughout the work was a major consideration, adding further complexity to the project. Obscure and novel projects 

provide challenges which can accelerate an engineer’s learning . The opportunity to work on a project this complex is 

rare, especially for a young engineer. Given the right environment and support, the learning opportunities gained are 

unparalleled. My role as designer and carrying out site monitoring on this project has given my early career a boost 

leading to other exciting opportunities. Once all the work to the library has been completed, the structural form will be 

concealed by non-structural partitions. To the layperson the building will be the same as any other, simply fit for its 

current purpose. To us the building has received a new lease on life, with improved resilience for the next big earthquake. 

An understated resilience achieved while the building worked. This paper explores the repair of the earthquake damaged 

Rankine Brown Library building, highlighting the fundamental learning experiences gained throughout the process.  
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